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For all those who have inspired us
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Preface

What Is the Upside 
of Uncertainty?

Thank you for being curious about the upside of uncertainty. It$s truly 
the vrst step to navigating the unknown well, so you$re already on your 
way! Did you know that the neurotransmitter for curiosity is dopamine? 
Our brains are instinctively wired so that if we stay curious, we will 
keep learning and growing.

This book is the product of an intense shared curiosity about uncer-
tainty and possibility, one that started thirty years ago when the two 
of us met as university freshman. Both researchers, writers, and entre-
preneurs but in vastly different velds (Nathan£technology, strategy, 
vction; Susannah£art history, fashion, mindfulness), we have built a 
life together that$s fueled by a fascination with and belief in the human 
ability for transilience. From the Latin root for uleap across,z it$s an old 
word worth reviving, which means to abruptly change something from 
one state to another. Every brilliant insight, choice, act, and innovation 
comes only after a phase of uncertainty. And the uncertainty brought 
about by every mistake, setback, discouragement, and even disaster car-
ries possibility within it.

Our vrst joint research and writing project, as nineteen-year-old 
students, was about zombies: brain-dead creatures being led around 
by hunger. This one is about the exact opposite: fully awake and con-
scious individuals taking responsibility for the possibility in their lives. 
Whether you are a manager or a creator, a team member or a team 
leader, a parent or a partner, leading a company or just getting started 
in your education or career, uncertainty is an unavoidable part of being 



human. But because uncertainty$s downsides can be so intense, they 
often disguise or temporarily obstruct our view of what$s possible. This 
book is about the upside of uncertainty£believing, vnding, and living 
into the opportunity that attends every unknown.

We all come from different perspectives and circumstances. Some of 
us may have resources or situations that allow for bold choices and oth-
ers do not; in addition, too many people suffer from very real unfairness 
and injustice in their daily lives. It is our hope that together with service-
minded leaders, courageous individuals can work to eradicate unfair-
ness and inequality, creating a growing tide of possibility for others. But 
in every situation and circumstance, when we believe in the upside of 
uncertainty, we increase our chances of vnding it.

The Upside of Uncertainty offers a hopeful framework for making 
the leap across uncertainty even in the face of limitation and constraint. 
It$s vlled with tools and personal applications based on interviews, re-
search, and personal experience, all aimed at helping you start moving 
now. We invite you to hold tight to your curiosity and dig right in.

x Preface



Introduction

Unlocking the Upside 
of Uncertainty

hWe!re always living in a state of uncertaintyotwo years ago, two 
years from nowotherefore, part of our challenge as I see it is to make 

uncertainty . . . our home. This is where we!re living, every day of 
our lives. . . . Let!s rejoice in it, furnish it, close the door, rearrange 

the books, and say, Make this as beautiful as it can, given that forest 
ire, earthquake, or who knows what will be coming tomorrowoor 
tremendous beauty and love may be coming in the door tomorrow.l

BPico Iyer

Recall for a moment any big change you$ve experienced in your life, 
perhaps a new work project, career, geography, or relationship. What 
made it hard? What held you back? What tempted you not to make the 
change? The answer is uncertainty. Now consider that everything you 
really care about in your life came only after a period of uncertainty. 
Even now, behind every uncertainty you are facing£even the unwanted 
and unpromising varieties£insight, growth, and possibility are waiting 
in the wings. We are all wired to fear the downsides of uncertainty, but 
we forget that change, creation, transformation, and innovation rarely 
show up without some measure of it. In this book we invite you to con-
sider that the only way to get to the possibilities you dream about is to 
navigate your way there through the treacherous realm of the unknown.

Consider the massive uncertainty in each of these real-life examples: 
a fashion executive jumping ship to become a baker, a young trainee 
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raising her hand to tackle the company$s thorniest problem, a banker 
abandoning his year-end bonus to create a startup in a rented garage, 
a goldsmith stress-running at 4 a.m. as his business fails and his wife 
battles cancer, a venture capitalist investing in a project that will lose 
every cent, a software engineer receiving a cease-and-desist letter about 
his new project from the almighty Apple, a couple teaching inmates how 
to code without access to the internet.

Every single one of these people had to face immense uncertainty to 
get to the possibility they were celebrated for later. Some of their names 
you might recognize, like Indra Nooyi or Jeff Bezos, but they weren$t 
famous when facing the situations described above. And while many of 
the names you may not know yet, the common thread is that whether 
they chose the unknown or it was forced on them, they unlocked some-
thing beyond resilience: the upside of uncertainty. When we talk about 
uncertainty in this book, we are referring to anything unknown, any 
ambiguous state where you may not even know what to pay attention 
to, let alone all the ways it could play out. Uncertainty is broader than 
just risk, even though people often use them interchangeably. But risk 
usually involves taking only a small chance on knowable outcomes. Al-
though people may say you have to utake a risk” when you face any 
uncertainty, they really mean you$re stepping into uncharted territory.

When we talk about the upside of uncertainty, we don$t mean to min-
imize the downsides. We feel them vrst and intensively, and too much 
uncertainty is a bad thing. But it was our hunch that everyone reading 
this would be familiar with the downsides: anxiety, stress, exhaustion, 
and confusion are states that have hindered all of us on our way to 
doing things we deeply care about. We also don$t want to minimize the 
frustration and grief that uncertainty causes, especially when the unex-
pected blindsides us. We aren$t claiming that it$s possible to sidestep the 
loss and tragedy that some uncertainties bring. Nor are we encouraging 
naive forays into pursuits that might hurt yourself or others. But we 
do believe that even in despairing situations, there are new possibilities 
that can emerge and old hopes that can be salvaged when we learn to 
navigate the unknown.

Most importantly, by enduring uncertainty well, even when pushed 
to their limits, the individuals described above accessed a different kind 
of possibility. Unlike possibilities that arise out of sheer luck, like win-
ning a lottery, or those that arise from efvciency, such as the time gained 
after buying a dishwasher, the most interesting kind of possibilities£the 
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ones we daydream about, the ones we write about, the ones that we talk 
about late into the night and that make our hearts ache£are those we 
vnd only after facing uncertainty. Recall the achievements you are most 
proud of, the commitments you made that feel right, the leaps into the 
dark that changed the course of your life. They all involved uncertainty.

Uncertainty Is Increasing

Moreover, we are all being called to deal with uncertainty more fre-
quently. According to the World Uncertainty Index, created by econ-
omists at Stanford and the International Monetary Fund to capture 
economic and policy uncertainty, uncertainty has been rising steadily 
over recent decades (see vgure I-1). uThere is ambiguity and paradox 
everywhere,” observed Jostein Solheim, former CEO at Ben and Jerry$s. 
uFor people who like the linear route forward, life is getting harder and 
harder, in any veld!”1

It$s getting harder because there is no linear route forward in a world 
where up to 65 percent of elementary-school-age children may work 
in jobs that don$t even exist yet.2 Technology has only magnived the 
uncertainty, lowering the barriers to participate in many industries, in-
creasing the pace of change. And while we learn many things in school, 
from mathematics and biology to personal vnance, we do not learn how 
to prepare for and face uncertainty. Without the right tools, we fall 
into maladaptive traps such as threat rigidity, unproductive rumination, 
premature certainty, and misinvention. If you don$t believe these traps 
are real, consider that in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, 110,000 
people in California purchased guns.3 And rising in the corporate ranks 
doesn$t give you immunity. Executives at the top feel uncertainty more 
than ever, with CEO turnover doubling in the last decade.4 One CTO 
recently lamented, uYou vnd uncertainty on so many levels . . . in in-
dustry, boardroom, management, execution. . . . I thought as my career 
progressed I would feel more certain, but as your career progresses, 
uncertainty just increases.”5

Uncertainty is here to stay. Learning to face the unknown well is criti-
cal to our ability to survive and thrive. Numerous studies across academic 
velds suggest that people comfortable with uncertainty are more creative 
and are more successful as entrepreneurs and more effective as leaders. 
We have heard many times and in many ways what serial entrepreneur 
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FIGURE I-1

World Uncertainty Index

GDP-weighted average of more than 140 countries
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Note: This analysis captures only economic and political uncertainty. The World Uncertainty Index (WUI) 
calculates the GDP-weighted average of uncertainty in more than 140 countries. Specifically, the hWUI is com-
puted by counting the percent of the word Muncertain  (or its variant) in the Economist Intelligence Unit country 
reports. The WUI is then rescaled by multiplying by 1,000,000. A higher number means higher uncertainty and 
vice versa. For example, an index of 200 corresponds to the word uncertainty accounting for 0.02 percent of 
all words, whichjgiven the EIU reports are on average about 10,000 words longjmeans about 2 words per 
report.i

Source: Hites Ahir, Nicholas Bloom, and Davide Furceri, hThe World Uncertainty Index,i October 29, 2018, 
https://ssrn.com/abstract=3275033.

and CEO Sam Yagan stated so clearly: uThe single biggest predictor of 
executive success is how you deal with ambiguity.”6 Likewise, strategy 
consulting vrm McKinsey & Company argues that uwhat leaders need 
during a crisis is not a predevned response plan but behaviors and mind-
sets that will prevent them from overreacting to yesterday$s developments 
and help them to look ahead.”7 But what few of these studies or reports 
make clear is how to develop this can-do approach to uncertainty.

We offer this book as a guide to help readers discover and hold on 
to the upside of uncertainty£all the possibilities that come to those 
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who learn to ride its waves. If we can tolerate uncertainty, and even 
pursue scenarios in spite of it, we can develop an uncertainty abilityo
the skill to navigate unknowns both planned (such as starting a new 
venture or leaving a job) and unplanned (such as losing a job, experi-
encing a health crisis, or going through a relationship breakdown). The 
people we admire£the ones who do new and inventive things and those 
who respond nobly to tragedy£have our admiration precisely because 
they have developed a healthy relationship with uncertainty, increasing 
their possibility quotient, or the likelihood that they see and seize new 
opportunities.

The Tools for Uncertainty

Since new things are inherently unknown, the arenas of innovation and 
entrepreneurship are a fascinating spot to better understand if and how 
one can learn to navigate uncertainty. We started by interviewing path-
breakers in these velds and found that, even though they felt the anxiety 
that comes with uncertainty just like the rest of us, many of them had 
learned to meet uncertainty with greater courage, resilience, and skill. 
While each of us comes with differing capacities to handle uncertainty, 
and while neuroscience highlights that every skill is shaped by genes, 
environment, and learning, a signivcant part of this uncertainty ability 
appears to be learned.8 Research in the domains of ambiguity tolerance, 
uncertainty avoidance, and resilience all underscore that we can learn 
to face uncertainty well.

In addition to our interviews, we reviewed historical case studies as 
well as the relevant academic literature in the velds of strategy, orga-
nizational behavior, psychology, neuroscience, and political science. 
Along the way, it became obvious that we needed to include examples 
of other groups of people who have developed remarkable uncertainty 
ability: artists, creatives, paramedics, change makers, and contrarians, 
among others. The practical framework that emerged from this project 
leverages the validated empirical research where possible but vlls the 
many gaps with interviews and sometimes our own framework when 
the research frontier lags behind real life. Sprinkled throughout, we will 
share some of our personal experiences as individuals fascinated by un-
certainty but unwilling to let the downsides have the last word. These 
include our decision to live abroad, our experience as spiritual nomads 
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after what many call a ufaith crisis,” and our life as a married couple 
and parents unlearning toxic, archaic patterns in favor of more authen-
tic and helpful partnerships with our children and each other.   

There are four groups of tools that increase uncertainty ability, or-
ganized around an uncertainty vrst-aid cross to remind you that there 
is help available for facing the unknown (see vgure I-2). Reframe tools 
enable and strengthen a perspective shift, motivating you to look cre-
atively for all the possibilities and to believe in an upside that you can$t 
see yet. Prime tools prepare you by encouraging projects that matter to 
you, taking into account your personal uncertainty landscape to enable 
satisfying outcomes when it$s time to act. Do tools describe how to 
thoughtfully unlock the rewarding possibilities hidden in the uncertain-
ties you face to promote a future you want to live in. Sustain tools give 
comfort and remind you why and how to keep going, or how to pivot 
when things don$t go as planned.

We have chosen symbols that inspire and recall the main thrust for 
each set of tools (see vgure I-3). The compass highlights how Reframe 
tools point to the steady utrue north” upside of uncertainty when in the 
fog; the backpack reminds that Prime tools impact the quality of the 
uncertainty journey and where you end up; the sailboat symbolizes how 
Do tools are about taking advantage of when the wind blows to move 
forward with boldness, cleverness, and agility but also recognizing how 

FIGURE I-2
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to adjust course when needed; and the emblem of Paris£a boat on the 
water, often paired with the motto utossed but not sinking”£assures 
that Sustain tools will calm your fears, bolster your efforts, and reveal 
the possibilities. Thus, the north-south uthinking” axis is akin to the 
poles by which we navigate the world, and the east-west udoing” axis 
recalls the action required to travel across time zones.   

The book is divided into four sections, each centering on one of the 
four arms of the uncertainty vrst-aid cross, with each tool given a short 
chapter followed by an activity to help you rewect on and practice what 
you$ve read. (For clarity, note that each chapter is named for its tool.) 
Applying the uncertainty tools is not meant to be a linear process, as 
they inform each other and even overlap. Instead, use what resonates for 
you in a given moment. We have tried to arrange the tools so they can 
be applied to maximum effect, which resulted in the Sustain tools being 
grouped according to three critical themes£emotional hygiene, reality 
check, and magicoto make them easier to remember in times of trouble.

FIGURE I-3
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The tools are for everyone, from leaders in organizations to creatives 
exploring new domains, from parents trying to raise children to adults 
trying to raise themselves. They are tools for all of us, no matter what 
role we may be playing, because at some point we may face an uncer-
tainty we are tempted to hide or retreat from but are meant to pursue 
or engage with. We forget that, as legendary technologist Martin van 
den Brink argued, uNot doing things also has consequences; that$s part 
of the uncertainty. Standing still is not a choice.”9 Uncertainty will hap-
pen to us even when we try to avoid it. To reach our highest potential 
and live our noblest values, we need to be willing to step into uncer-
tainty. Our hope is that by reading this book, you will more readily vnd 
the upside of uncertainty. When you do, you will also vnd your own 
transilienceoa transformation beyond resilience where you leap from 
the darkness of the unknown to the brilliance of change, growth, and 
invnite possibility.



Chapter 11

Personal Real Options

Many of us think we need to go all in to succeed. But research sug-
gests that putting all your eggs in one basket may actually decrease your 
chances of success while also multiplying the accompanying anxiety. 
Pursuing a portfolio of interests, rather than going all in on one thing, 
can be a much more effective strategy. Whether you have two or more 
career interests, projects, or hobbies, adopting a personal real options
approach will decrease your anxiety in the event that something doesn$t 
work out. It also decreases the potential regret of missing out on mean-
ingful aspects of your personality or skill set.

While adjacent possibilities are the hovering opportunities that 
await discovery, a personal real options perspective helps you prioritize 
and move forward on your interests, hunches, hobbies, projects, and 
ultimately, bring adjacent possibilities to life. The term personal real 
options emerged during an interview with Nobel Prizexwinner Ben Fe-
ringa. Back in 1999, Feringa made a profound scientivc breakthrough 
when he discovered how to create molecular machines ten thousand 
times smaller than a human hair. This foundational technology could 
one day be used to create tiny machines that roam the body$s blood-
stream to eliminate threats, repair the pipes inside a house from the 
inside, or increase the capacity of your phone battery so that one charge 
lasts for weeks.

When we asked Feringa if he encountered uncertainty during the 
journey to a Nobel Prizexwinning breakthrough, his eyes lit up as he 
responded, uYou can$t discover anything new if you don$t step into un-
certainty. Science is full of uncertainty!”1

uHow do you help your students deal with it?” Nathan asked.
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uStriving for certainty will lead you down false paths or lead you to 
commit too long to projects that won$t work, or to uninteresting proj-
ects that will work,” he explained. That$s why he coaches his students 
to have multiple projects at once.

If you have only one foot to stand on, you will ride it all the way 
to the bitter end because you don$t want to fail, even if it means 
you will ultimately fail. Instead, you want to have multiple path-
ways, multiple projects, and in a way get some certainty out of 
the portfolio of uncertainties. I usually advise my students to 
have at least one risky project and one less risky project so you 
have the convdence that at least something will work out.”

Intuitively, Feringa tapped into wisdom that goes back at least as far 
as the ancient Greeks, when philosopher Thales of Miletus purchased 
an option on the region$s olive presses. By paying a small amount of 
money in the spring, when his calculations predicted a large harvest, he 
had the right, but not the obligation, to use the presses that fall. When 
a massive olive crop matured, he made a fortune with his monopoly on 
olive presses.2 Options are common in vnance and can be an impor-
tant tool for taking risks. When Michael Burry, the investor featured in 
the vlm The Big Short, purchased an option on mortgage defaults (the 
right to be paid back if mortgage-  backed securities defaulted), he earned 
$700 million in the Great Recession of 2008.

The options approach helps lessen the risks of either going all in and 
losing everything or missing out entirely by not daring at all. Ricardo 
dos Santos, former head of the disruptive innovation at Qualcomm (one 
of the world$s largest semiconductor vrms), illustrated this logic well 
when he rewected on his experience: uIf I could teach people just one 
thing, it would be the word maybe. . . . I have watched executives do a 
big analysis about the opportunity in something like server chips, put 
100 engineers on the project, get spooked, pull 100 engineers off the 
project, wait for years until a competitor was doing it, and then go from 
zero to 100 engineers all over again.” Dos Santos says it would be better 
to adopt a umaybe” approach, going partway in with a few engineers 
and treating the project like an experiment to see where it could go.3 He 
has applied this wisdom in his role as head of ResMed$s innovation in-
cubator, where he recruits intrapreneurs uaccording to the stage of their 
idea. First as part-  timers when the idea needs some initial exploration, 
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then offering a sabbatical£a one-  year break from their job£if the idea 
is looking promising, then offering them a full-  time job once the major 
risks and upside are identived.”4

Empirical studies support the wisdom of personal real options, 
demonstrating that at least half of new startups are created by hybrid 
entrepreneurs who keep their day jobs while starting something on the 
side£and that those who vrst start as a hybrid entrepreneur before 
jumping into a full-  time new venture are 33 percent less likely to fail.5

One of the major reasons they are more successful is that they have 
more time to discover what works with less stress due to uncertainty. 
When Felicia Joy quit her job to start a seminar business with a part-
ner, she ran out of money in six months and had to vnd a new job to 
pay the bills. Failing ushook me to my core,” Joy admits, ubut it also 
gave me strength. It was not that I could not pursue it, but I needed 
to be smart about it.”6 Later, she founded Ms. CEO Media, a venture 
providing support for female entrepreneurs, but this time she kept her 
job until the company could stand on its own, giving it the time it 
needed to succeed. The hybrid approach can help you take a small step 
into the unknown to learn about it, helping you be more successful in 
the future. Nathan$s research about companies responding to disrup-
tive technologies has shown that the hybrid approach proved effective 
in helping them build a bridge to the future.7 The same is true for 
individuals.

The personal real options approach also helps avoid many of the 
dysfunctional behaviors that all-  in risks can create. A large body of 
research£which has uncovered biases like sunk costs bias, convrma-
tion bias, and escalation of commitment£highlights the dangers of 
going all in. In a famous experiment, MBA students were asked to in-
vest in one of two business units. When it was revealed the business 
unit in which they had invested had lost money, they counterintuitively 
invested even more money in the failing business than a successful one 
in the next round. Moreover, if they felt personally responsible for the 
consequences, they invested even more money than before, in hopes 
of recouping the underperforming investment.8 This effect, known as 
escalation of commitment, affects many real-  world settings, including 
the National Basketball Association, where higher-  paid draft picks are 
given more playing time even if they underperform, and in the Vietnam 
War, when as Under Secretary of State George Ball predicted, uOnce 
we suffer large casualties, we will have started a well-  nigh irreversible 
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process. Our involvement will be so great that we cannot, without na-
tional humiliation, stop short of achieving our complete objectives.”9

The personal real options approach, then, is simple: as Feringa ad-
vised, don$t put all your eggs in one basket. The value of this approach 
applies to all kinds of projects, not just science or business. Author 
Roald Dahl wrote an essay called Lucky Break in which he observes 
that most authors have a day job to pay the bills. Dahl worked for Shell 
Oil and in a number of other positions until his writing career took off. 
Similarly, the extremely prolivc Victorian author Anthony Trollope held 
a job with the postal service for decades, writing every morning from 
5:30 to 8:30 before work, a routine that produced forty-  nine novels in 
thirty-  vve years! He argued that creative work should be as ucommon 
work to the common laborer. No gigantic efforts will then be necessary. 
[An author] need tie no wet towels round his brow, nor sit for thirty 
hours at his desk without moving.”10

Personal Real Options on Dreams

While we have focused on the pitfalls of going all in on an uncertain 
project, the truth is that most of us have the opposite problem: we are all 
in on a safe path. We tell ourselves that when we have everything nailed 
down, then we will try the thing we feel calling us. This deferred life 
plan violates the principle of personal real options just as much as going 
all in on the uncertain option. There are times in life where we need to 
wait to act on possibilities, such as while in school or at the start of a 
career. But even then we can be tiptoeing toward possibility. Although 
we had few resources while Nathan earned his PhD, Susannah started 
her clothing line anyway. She recalls looking in the mirror and asking, 
uShould I wait?” After all, we were living on student loans with four 
children in eight hundred square feet of on-  campus housing. But the re-
sounding answer was, uNo, start now.” She is so glad she did! Not only 
did she benevt from the startup vibe of Silicon Valley, but she learned 
about designing and manufacturing, joined an incredible network of 
women entrepreneurs, and found a creative, rewarding pursuit during 
those years of raising four tiny kids.

We observed the dangers of waiting in a case study of two profes-
sors in the same English department. They both dreamed of living in 
Europe during the summers, writing in caf¬s, and then returning to 
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their Midwest university to teach in the fall. One of the professors, 
our friend Eric Freeze, started on the dream early, vrst by taking on 
the unglamorous role of directing summer programs for high school 
language students, then years later by scraping together the down 
payment for a rathole of an apartment in the city of Nice, which he 
and his wife slowly renovated and rented out the rest of the year. Eric 
juggled credit card offers to earn points for free wights and learned to 
spearvsh to cut down on grocery bills. Today he and his wife, Rixa, 
who is a global expert in breech birth, live with their four children 
part-  time in Nice and part-  time in the Midwest, which he recounts 
in his enjoyable memoir, French Dive.

One of the most challenging parts has been managing the jealousy 
of the other professor, who, by waiting for everything to line up per-
fectly, is still dreaming about living in Europe. While Freeze slowly cob-
bled together a personal real option, the other professor trusted that it 
would come together after he got tenure, saved up some spare funds, 
and hopefully landed a glamorous chaired position that might give him 
more wexibility. By keeping the France idea on a low burner from its 
inception, Freeze has benevted from the European real option all along. 
Although it has required many sacrivces, including at times accepting 
half-  time salary, the dream has gained momentum over years, and now 
it is a permanent option. Indeed, they recently purchased the apart-
ment below theirs and have started renovations to rent it out as an extra 
source of income.

One of the best ways to develop personal real options is to start them 
as side projects, a name used in the excellent how-  to guidebook from the 
Do Lectures, The Side Project Report. This report recounts the story 
of Rhys Newman, cofounder of the Omata, a quirky analog speedom-
eter for cyclists who appreciate the charm of old technology. Newman 
worked for years as a designer in Europe and Silicon Valley, eventually 
becoming head of advanced design for Nokia. While working full-  time, 
he made sure to keep drawings of his umechanical machine” posted 
around his desk, working on it bit by bit. One November evening at a 
party in Big Sur, entrepreneurs and wealthy friends encouraged him to 
quit and start working on it full-  time, but the pressures of supporting 
three children made it too scary for Newman and his wife, Naomi. Two 
weeks later, Nokia canceled his project and made him redundant. The 
severance gave Newman the runway, and the nudge, to make Omata his 
primary project.
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Newman offers helpful advice about starting side projects: (1) Give 
your project a space that doesn$t have to be cleared away at dinnertime. 
(2) Create visual reminders for yourself. (3) Open your eyes to how the 
other things you are working on could contribute to your side project. 
And (4) don$t be afraid to talk about it, since the advice and help you 
get along the way vastly outweigh the near impossibility that someone 
will steal your idea.11

Sometimes a side project creates a conwict between your main focus, 
whether paid or unpaid, and what you are feeling called to do (e.g., go 
back to school). But even in this challenging scenario, explore whether 
there are creative ways to develop a personal real option. You might take a 
sabbatical from your job, work part-  time, or take classes in the evening. Of 
course, none of these are easy, and the answer isn$t always so simple, but 
giving ourselves permission to pursue personal real options is liberating.

Re6ection and Practice

Juggling personal real options requires keeping an eye on each project, 
or option, even though each option won$t necessarily get equal atten-
tion. But if it adds value to your sense of self, it deserves space and time. 
Here are some ways to strike that balance between your options:

1. Take stock. The creator of The Side Project Report, David Hie-
att, recommends pausing every few months and asking yourself: 
uIs the project still providing enough value for the effort I$m put-
ting in? Am I still excited about this project, or has it become a 
chore? Am I still learning enough to make it worth it? If no one 
else found out about it, would I still do it?”12

2. Set up a sanctuary. Remember, your project will never exist if 
you don$t do anything with it, so dignify the option by letting 
it take up space in your world. This could be a drawer, shelf, or 
folder where you collect inspiration, ideas, to-  do lists, and re-
search pertaining to that project. Keeping it well organized and 
handy is a way of honoring its place in your life as well as en-
abling a quick start whenever the moment allows.

3. Schedule check-ins. Plan a meeting with your project and use that 
time to research, think, doodle, or discuss it with someone else. 
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Set deadlines and hold yourself to them. Sometimes you can vnd 
a bridge between your current paid work and your side project so 
that working benevts both options. If you can vnd a friend who 
wants accountability for their personal real option, you can en-
courage each other to push forward concrete action items.

4. Avoid doing nothing. Options can start small and still be legit-
imate. Among urban adults who missed out on the tranquility 
of growing up in nature, there is a growing trend of seeking out 
time outdoors. Few will muster an off-  the-  grid life in a van or 
tent. But it is possible to plan a summer camping trip, to take 
half-  day hikes that don$t require extensive supplies, or to rent 
a cabin without Wi-  Fi for a weekend. The coffee-  table book 
The Outsiders: New Outdoor Creativity hilariously assures its 
readers that a connection with nature can even start as small as 
ucapturing the retro chic of Edmund Hillary through the gear 
you wear. . . . There is no set of rules other than to respect and 
enjoy the outdoors.”13

5. Create a personal skunk works. Some of you might be ready for 
something more radical to jump-  start your effort. Could you 
take cues from the Skunk Works, the secret division at Lockheed 
Martin where employees worked at a radical pace to deliver on 
critical tasks without respect for the rules? They created the U2 
spy plane in 143 days, as well as the SR-  71 Blackbird, which is 
still the fastest, highest-  wying manned aircraft. In a similar man-
ner, could you take a couple months away from your job or set up 
a space to work at a furious pace to test one of your personal real 
options?

6. Respect the timing. Timing is real, and some options do need to 
wait. Nathan had to wait to pursue some projects until later in 
his career. As Hªkan Nordkvist, head of sustainability innova-
tion at IKEA, said, uSometimes you have to put it into a drawer 
and come back to it if it is the right thing. We do live in an exter-
nal environment independent of your idea. If it doesn$t happen 
today, it could always happen tomorrow.”14 Often the retired op-
tion we worked on still turns out to be valuable.


